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GenderMag: A Method for  
Evaluating Software’s Gender Inclusiveness 

 

ABSTRACT  

In recent years, research into gender differences has established that individual differences in how people problem-solve 

often cluster by gender. Research also shows that these differences have direct implications for software that aims to support 

users’ problem-solving activities, and that much of this software is more supportive of problem-solving processes favored 

(statistically) more by males than by females. However, there is almost no work considering how software practitioners—

such as User Experience (UX) professionals or software developers—can find gender-inclusiveness issues like these in their 

software. To address this gap, we devised the GenderMag method for evaluating problem-solving software from a gender-

inclusiveness perspective. The method includes a set of faceted personas that bring five facets of gender difference research 

to life, and embeds use of the personas into a concrete process through a gender-specialized Cognitive Walkthrough. Our 

empirical results show that a variety of practitioners who design software—without needing any background in gender 

research—were able to use the GenderMag method to find gender-inclusiveness issues in problem-solving software. Our 

results also show that the issues the practitioners found were real and fixable. This work is the first systematic method to find 

gender-inclusiveness issues in software, so that practitioners can design and produce problem-solving software that is more 

usable by everyone.  

Categories and Subject Descriptors 

H.5.2. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI): User Interfaces; H.5.m. Information interfaces and presentation 

(e.g., HCI): Miscellaneous. 

Additional Keywords 

Gender; gender HCI; diversity; problem-solving software; GenderMag 

Research Highlights 

 We discuss five facets of prior gender research with ties to males’ and females’ usage of problem-solving software. 

 We present GenderMag, the first systematic method to evaluate gender-inclusiveness issues in problem-solving 

software.  

 We show how GenderMag draws upon and encapsulates these five facets. 

 We present three qualitative empirical studies that were used to inform and to validate various aspects of 

GenderMag, and show the kinds of issues that participants found and how gender of the evaluator interacted with 

usage of the method.     

1. INTRODUCTION  

Recent research calls into question the inclusiveness of software that aims to support diverse people in problem-solving 

situations. The users who tend to be best supported by problem-solving software tend to be those best represented in software 

development teams (e.g., relatively young, able-bodied, males), with other users’ perspectives often overlooked. Perhaps the 

best-studied of underrepresented groups’ use of software are those with physical disabilities, but even that group remains 

underserved [Power et al. 2012], and many other underrepresented groups’ uses of software remain barely considered 

[Arjona-Reina et al. 2014, Burnett et al. 2011, Davidson and Jensen 2013, Joyce et al. 2007, Power et al. 2012].  

In the realm of one underrepresented group in software, namely females, Williams recently coined the 

term “gender lens” [Williams 2014], which refers to the need for software development practices that 

include a gender perspective.  In this paper, we present such a lens, in the form of GenderMag (Gender 

Inclusiveness Magnifier).  GenderMag is an inspection method for evaluating problem-solving 

software from a gender-inclusiveness perspective.   

1.1 What is Gender?  

In this paper, we use the term “gender” as a socially constructed concept [Butler 1999; West and Zimmerman 1987] where 

gender identification, display and performance might or might not align with biological sex. As West and Zimmerman define 

it, someone’s gender choice affects and is affected by how they manage their “situated conduct in light of normative 

conceptions of attitudes and activities appropriate to” the category with which they most identify. We especially emphasize 

<Unnumbered 
graphic of a 
magnifying lens 
goes about here.> 
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that when someone identifies as a male or female, this is not the same thing as a claim to align with a stereotypical male or 

female gender role or expression.  To reflect this social concept of gender, in this paper, we follow the lead of West and 

Zimmerman by using the term “males” as a shorthand for “people who identify as male”, and “females” to denote “people 

who identify as female.”   

1.2 Gender Inclusiveness  

Research over the past decade has emerged showing that the individual differences in how people use software features 

aimed at supporting problem-solving tend to cluster by gender, and further, that many such features are inadvertently 

designed around approaches favored more by males than by females. These differences have been found in a variety of 

problem-solving software; for example, in spreadsheets [Beckwith et al. 2005; Beckwith et al. 2006; Beckwith et al. 2007; 

Grigoreanu et al. 2012], in visualizations [Borkin et al. 2013; Tan et al. 2003], in online classwork platforms [Piazza Blog 

2015], in web and home appliance development and scripting [Cao et al. 2010a; Rode 2008; Rosson et al. 2010], and in 

intelligent systems [Kulesza et al. 2011; Szafir and Mutlu 2012].  

Further, research shows that designing software to be more gender-inclusive can benefit everyone, regardless of gender. For 

example, Tan et al. showed that displaying optical flow cues benefited both females and males in virtual world navigation 

[Tan et al. 2003]; Grigoreanu et al. showed how changes to spreadsheet features relating to confidence, feature support, and 

strategy workflows reduced gender gaps while improving everyone’s attitudes and feature usage [Grigoreanu et al. 2008; 

Grigoreanu et al. 2010]; and Jernigan et al. showed how a tool designed for a diversity of individual styles and situations 

enabled both female and male novice programmers who did not receive very much in-person help to program as well as 

novices who received extensive in-person help [Jernigan et al. 2015]. These findings are consistent with similar findings in 

changing educational practices to improve gender inclusiveness. For example, in education, researchers found that pair 

programming, which was expected to help female computer science students, not only reduced the gender gap but also 

increased success and reduced attrition among male and female students [Berenson et al. 2004; McDowell et al. 2003]. 

Successful instances like these are encouraging, but mainly what they show is proof of concept, not a path toward 

inclusiveness. One mechanism to promote inclusiveness that several researchers have advocated is gender-inclusive practices 

at design time [Bardzell 2010, Briggs et al. 2014, Williams 2014]. These are important, but they are not a panacea. What is 

also needed is a systematic method that can be used even if few members of the software team are mindful of gender 

differences, and even if the software is more mature than being in the initial design stages. This points to the following gap: 

How can ordinary practitioners, with no background in gender research, identify which aspects of their software have gender-

inclusiveness issues, realize why those issues are issues, and thereby know what they should change?  

To address this gap, we devised the GenderMag method (Gender Inclusiveness Magnifier). GenderMag evaluates features in 

problem-solving software from a gender-inclusiveness perspective. At the core of GenderMag are five facets of gender 

differences that have been extensively investigated in the literature. GenderMag encapsulates the facets into personas to bring 

them to life, and embeds the personas and the facets into a process based on the Cognitive Walkthrough. The method aims to 

provide a systematic and practical way for software practitioners (UX professionals, software developers, etc.) with no 

background in gender research to find gender-inclusiveness issues in the problem-solving software1 they are producing. 

This paper presents the GenderMag method, along with our investigations to inform and evaluate our approach empirically—

a formative case study at a company that produces software allowing medical practitioners to customize programmable 

hearing aids; a formative workshop event in which researchers evaluated Looking Glass [Gross et al. 2012], a tool that 

teaches middle school students to program 3D animations; and a qualitative laboratory study in which UX practitioners used 

GenderMag to evaluate Gidget [Lee et al. 2014], a game-like programming environment designed to teach debugging.  

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK  

2.1 Gender Differences in Problem-Solving and Programming  

We have just cited extensive empirical evidence over the past decade showing individual differences that cluster by gender in 

the ways people use problem-solving software. We now consider these differences at the foundational level.  

Five facets of gender differences relating to problem solving that have been repeatedly implicated by research from other 

fields, such as psychology, education, and communications, are:  

                                                           

1 When we refer to problem-solving software, we mean software features and platforms in which the user is actively trying to work out a 

solution to some kind of problem or task, such as with the examples at the beginning of this section.   
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 Motivation: Research spanning over a decade has found that females tend (statistically) to be motivated to use 

technology for what it enables them to accomplish, whereas males’ motivations sometimes come from their enjoyment 

of the technology for its own sake [Burnett et al. 2010; Burnett et al. 2011; Cassell 2002; Hou et al. 2006; Margolis and 

Fisher 2003; Simon 2001]. This difference can affect which features of problem-solving software females vs. males 

choose to use. 

 Information processing styles: To solve problems, people often need to process new information, and there is extensive 

research reporting gender differences here too. In essence, when problem-solving, females are more statistically likely to 

use comprehensive information processing styles—gathering fairly complete information before proceeding—whereas 

males are more statistically likely to use selective styles—following the first promising information, then potentially 

backtracking, in “depth first” order [Cafferata and Tybout 1989; Coursaris et al. 2008; Meyers-Levy and Loken 2014; 

Meyers-Levy and Maheswaran 1991; Riedl et al. 2010]. Each of these styles has particular advantages, but either is at a 

disadvantage when not supported by the problem-solving software environment. Particularly relevant here are studies 

tying gender differences in information processing style to software-based tasks, such as with e-commerce web 

sites [Simon 2001], software-based auditing [O’Donnell and Johnson 2001], and sensemaking in spreadsheets 

[Grigoreanu et al. 2012]. 

 Computer self-efficacy: One specific form of confidence is self-efficacy: a person’s confidence about succeeding given a 

specific task [Bandura 1986]. Self-efficacy matters to problem solving because a person’s self-efficacy influences their 

use of cognitive strategies, amount of effort put forth, level of persistence, and strategies for coping with obstacles 

[Bandura 1986]. Empirical data have shown that females tend statistically to have lower computer self-efficacy than 

males, as one would expect given phenomena like stereotype threat, and non-inclusive work environments and education 

practices [Appel et al. 2011; Huffman et al. 2013; Luger 2014]. Self-efficacy levels, in turn, affect people’s behavior 

with technology, such as which features they choose to use and how willing they are to persist with hard-to-use features 

[Burnett et al. 2010; Burnett et al. 2011; Durndell and Haag 2002; Hartzel 2003; O’Leary-Kelly et al. 2004; Piazza Blog 

2015; Singh et al. 2013]. Fortunately, features designed explicitly for diverse self-efficacy levels have been shown to be 

preferred by everyone (e.g., [Grigoreanu et al. 2008]).  

 Risk aversion: Studies have shown that females tend statistically to be more risk-averse than males [Dohmen et al. 2011], 

surveyed in [Weber et al. 2002], and meta-analyzed in [Charness and Gneezy 2012]—in numerous decision-making 

domains, such as in ethical decisions, investment decisions, gambling decisions, health/safety decisions, career decisions, 

and others. In contrast, we have been unable to locate any study in any domain reporting males to be more risk-averse 

than females. Applying these findings on risk aversion to software usage suggests that risk aversion may impact females’ 

decisions as to which feature sets to use. 

 Tinkering: Research across age groups and professions reports females being statistically less likely to playfully 

experiment (“tinker”) with features new to them, compared to males. However, studies also show that when females do 

tinker, they are more likely to reflect more in the process and thereby sometimes profit from it more than males do, and 

further, that some males tinker excessively [Beckwith et al. 2006; Burnett et al. 2010; Cao et al. 2010a; Chang et al. 

2014; Hou et al. 2006; Rosner and Bean 2009]. One effect of these differences in tinkering behaviors is their impact on 

which features of software females vs. males will elect to use, especially when a design choice underlying the software 

product is that users will learn new features by exploring and tinkering with them. 

These facets play out in software-based problem-solving situations in a variety of ways, including which features females and 

males choose to use, the ways they use them, and the strategies they employ involving such features. The following examples 

help to illustrate this point. 

First, consider spreadsheets, a common setting for problem solving about numeric calculations such as for budgets, grades, 

and finances. In a study of Seattle-area experienced Excel users working with Excel [Beckwith et al. 2007], females’ self-

efficacy predicted their level of success completing a task, but the same did not hold true for the males; for males, self-

efficacy did not matter to how successful they were. This translated to feature use for females: low self-efficacy females 

relied more than males did on the “familiar” type of features, particularly value edits. At first glance, a possible reason might 

seem to be that females were simply better judges of their lack of comprehension of the new features, but the evidence does 

not support that reason: females’ comprehension of the software features was no different than the males’ and was not 

predicted by self-efficacy. In fact, this study re-confirmed other studies’ findings of self-efficacy playing out differently for 

females vs. males (e.g., [Burnett et al. 2011].  

Our second example involves a different kind of problem-solving software: customizing intelligent systems.  Intelligent 

systems, such as email spam filters and recommender systems, learn computational behaviors customized to one end user and 

these learned behaviors sometimes require adjustment (“debugging”). Here, one facet that turned out to be very relevant was 

that of information processing. In one study in which end users attempted to guide an intelligent system to better sort emails 
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into folders by pointing out keywords in the email messages [Stumpf et al. 2008], females spent significantly more time than 

males working with the system, and also produced more thorough results. This was because females used the provided 

features more comprehensively (as per the information processing facet above), providing the system with significantly more 

keywords than males did even though they considered the same number of email messages. Another study in this domain 

[Kulesza et al. 2011] found that females had significantly lower self-efficacy than males, had more difficulties choosing 

which keywords to select (a "selection" barrier) and how to proceed with guiding the intelligent system (a "design" barrier). 

Females also more often than males encountered these selection barriers in a sequence, repeatedly running into the same 

barriers [Kulesza et al. 2011].  

Web development and scripting provides a third example domain. In a study of web development by end users [Cao et al. 

2010a], as with the above studies, females had lower self-efficacy and focused their efforts on familiar webservice features 

(versus unfamiliar webservice features) significantly more than the males did. Rosson et al.’s study of web developers also 

showed suggestive gender differences in the use of novel web-based database features that are consistent with these findings 

[Rosson et al. 2007].  

Fourth, a multi-study [Burnett et al. 2010] looked at generalizable patterns across a wide range of problem solvers ranging 

from administrators to professional programmers using a variety of problem-solving software. The multi-study involved a 

gender-based secondary analysis of almost 3000 participants from multiple studies’ data at a large software company, 

including, two studies of hobbyist programmers using Visual Studio Express, two studies of professional software developers 

using Visual Studio, as well as technical problem-solving practices of multiple populations using a variety of other platforms. 

The results showed significant gender differences across all programming environments and populations as to which features 

males and females elected to use, as to males’ and females’ tinkering and exploring behaviors, and between males’ or 

females’ technical problem-solving confidence. Further, as with the other studies reported in this paper, the confidence 

differences were not the sole explanation for the differences in feature usage and tinkering. Table 1 summarizes the results of 

the multi-study. 

<Table 1 goes about here.> 

 

We also mentioned in the Introduction several examples in which the above gender differences were accommodated through 

more inclusive feature design [Grigoreanu et al. 2008; Tan et al. 2003]. Other examples of supporting these differences 

through more inclusive designs are Storytelling Alice [Kelleher et al. 2007], in which differences in female vs. male 

motivations to use technology were leveraged to increase middle-school girls’ learning of computer programming, and 

Gidget [Lee et al. 2014], a game designed to teach programming in a gender-inclusive way. Gidget’s gender inclusiveness 

comes from innovating certain programming environment characteristics. For example, it portrays the computer as fallible 

and personifies error messages [Lee and Ko 2011; Lee et al. 2014]. A contributing technology to Gidget is the Idea Garden. 

The Idea Garden supports diversity in a variety of ways, one of which is presenting explanatory help in ways that are 

compatible with both females’ tendencies toward comprehensive information processing and males’ tendencies toward 

depth-first information processing [Cao et al. 2013; Jernigan et al. 2015]. (We will return to Gidget later in this paper.) 

Given how significantly such gender differences are tied with software usage, how should developers proceed? The 

GenderMag method aims to enable software developers to answer that question for themselves in the context of the software 

products they are producing. 

2.2 Analytical Evaluation and Personas  

The GenderMag method is an analytical method for evaluating usability. Analytical methods rely on expert analysis, 

supported by guidelines, principles or prompts. They can be less labor-intensive than user testing and can reveal problems 

early in the design process, when they are less expensive to fix [Blandford et al. 2008]. The Cognitive Walkthrough (CW) is 

one such analytical evaluation method.  

The CW is a particularly good fit to GenderMag’s scope of problem-solving software, because the CW was originally 

developed from theories of problem solving [Anderson 1987; Greeno and Simon 1988] and learning by exploration [Polson 

and Lewis 1990; Polson et al. 1992]. Because the GenderMag method is based in part on the CW, we describe CWs in detail 

here.  

The CW focuses specifically on ease of learning [Blandford et al. 2008; Lewis et al. 1990; Mahatody et al. 2010; Wharton et 

al. 1994] and supports systematic evaluation of how a first-time user would carry out a task by using interface features. In a 
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CW, a team of evaluators “walks through” the interface step by step, evaluating the interface’s usability and learnability at 

each step, in the sequence a user would do when completing some particular task for the first time.   

The original method consisted of a page with brief questions, and also assumed a background in Cognitive Science [Wharton 

et al. 1994]. Since then the method has evolved over several iterations [Wharton et al. 1994]. The first iteration made it more 

formal and complex [Lewis et al. 1991], but problems with the usability of the method and the need for Cognitive Science 

knowledge as a prerequisite still left it difficult to use. A simplified version then emerged [Wharton et al. 1994]. This version, 

which is often cited and applied today, did not require the evaluator to place as much emphasis on understanding the user’s 

explicit and implicit goal structures for particular walkthrough steps. Several extensions to the Wharton et al. method have 

since been developed, with different foci and for different contexts. In 2010, Mahatody et al. identified 11 CW variations: 

Heuristic Walkthrough, Norman Cognitive Walkthrough Method, Streamlined Cognitive Walkthrough, Cognitive 

Walkthrough for the Web, Groupware Walkthrough, Activity Walkthrough, Interaction Walkthrough, Cognitive 

Walkthrough with Users, Extended Cognitive Walkthrough, Distributed Cognitive Walkthrough, and Enhanced Cognitive 

Walkthrough [Mahatody et al. 2010]. There is also a Programming Walkthrough variant especially for evaluating 

programming environments [Bell et al. 1991]. In developing GenderMag, we drew from the Wharton et al. version [Wharton 

et al. 1994], and from a more recent streamlined version of the CW [Spencer 2000], which suggests providing preparatory 

materials to the team in advance and a strong facilitator within the team to keep the team on track and to avoid lengthy design 

fixes and discussion.   

In the Wharton et al. CW, evaluators perform a CW in two phases [Wharton et al. 1994]. In the Preparatory Phase, they 

describe the target user, the task for evaluation, and an “ideal” (or at least correct) sequence of goals, subgoals and respective 

actions to achieve the task. Then, in the Analysis Phase, they use a prototype of the system to systematically work through 

the “ideal” subgoal sequence as if they were the target user, using a set of questions (acting as prompts) to structure their 

evaluation and uncover possible usability or learnability issues. For each subgoal step, evaluators ask whether users will have 

formed this subgoal as a step to achieving their overall goal. Not doing so may mean that users might not reach their overall 

goal, or get stuck. For each of the action steps, the evaluators ask three questions: 1) whether users will notice that the action 

is available to them, 2) whether they will associate the intended effect with the action, and 3) whether they will understand 

that they have made progress towards completing the task. Negative answers to these questions indicate the presence of 

potential issues that might affect usability and learnability. 

The CW method has several strengths. Lewis et al. found that the CW method is more robust than Heuristic Evaluation or 

traditional think-aloud user studies in terms of variability in evaluator performance [Lewis et al. 1990]. It has been suggested 

this might be due to its structured nature [Hertzum and Jacobsen 1999]. Another strength of the CW method is that it can 

uncover design errors that may impede novices’ learning by doing, but it can also uncover usability issues that extend beyond 

ease of learning [Mahatody et al. 2010; Wharton et al. 1994]. This strength has been attributed to its unconstrained nature 

[Hertzum and Jacobsen 1999] and correlation of ease of learning with ease of use and functionality [Mahatody et al. 2010, 

Wharton et al. 1994]. It can be used early, in the design phase with early stage prototypes, to uncover errors [Spencer 2000], 

and can also be used later, throughout design and development phases [Wharton et al. 1994]. Another strength is that the 

method can illuminate what background knowledge the user should possess to complete tasks [Wharton et al. 1994]. A CW 

strength particularly pertinent for uncovering gender issues is that the CW can reveal assumptions and misconceptions about 

the user that the designer might have unwittingly built into the system [Mahatody et al. 2010; Wharton et al. 1994].  

The CW also has weaknesses [Hertzum and Jacobsen 1999; Mahatody et al. 2010; Wharton et al. 1992; Wharton et al. 1994]. 

For example, choices made in task selection and their decomposition into subgoals and actions during the Preparatory Phase 

have important consequences on finding issues during the Analysis Phase. Tedium can also be an issue: the same questions 

are asked multiple times and this can become repetitive for an evaluator.  

Perhaps the most important weakness from a diversity/inclusiveness perspective is the danger of describing users in very 

high-level terms (e.g., “people who use existing ATM machines” [Wharton et al. 1994]), which may encourage anchoring or 

stereotyping [Hertzum and Jacobsen 1999]. This weakness could be particularly detrimental to the GenderMag goals of 

helping designers make informed decisions about gender differences relevant to software usage. 

To head off this weakness, the GenderMag method includes a set of faceted personas to describe a target set of female and 

male users of the software being evaluated, embedding the facets implicated in problem-solving differences described in 

Section 2.1. A persona is a vivid description of an “archetype” of some subset of a system’s intended users, including their 

goals, motivations and attitudes [Adlin and Pruitt 2010; Cooper 2004], and personas are becoming increasingly popular in 

UX practice. Research on usage of personas shows that designers often use personas to communicate about user needs during 

design phases of software development, such as via ideation and role-playing during informal tests of prototypes [Friess 
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2012; Matthews et al. 2012; Nielsen and Hansen 2014], although a few researchers also suggest their use with analytical 

evaluation methods like the cognitive walkthrough [Adlin and Pruitt 2010; Friess 2012]. 

The creation of personas requires care. For validity and credibility, personas need to be based on qualitative and/or 

quantitative empirical data about target users [Adlin and Pruitt 2010; Faily and Flechais 2011; McGinn and Kotamraju 2008; 

Pruitt and Grudin 2003]. For applicability and “buy-in”, they also need to be customizable to some extent [Adlin and Pruitt 

2010], but only in aspects that do not interact with the persona’s validity. In keeping with these recommendations, we derived 

our personas from previous qualitative and quantitative gender studies, and explicitly defined which parts are customizable, 

as we explain further in the next section. 

3. THE GENDERMAG METHOD 

3.1 The Method  

GenderMag is an evaluation method with which software practitioners can evaluate the problem-solving software they design 

and produce. The method focuses on the five facets of gender differences that we described in Section 2.1, encapsulates them 

into personas to bring them to life, and embeds use of the facets into a systematic process via a gender specialization of the 

Cognitive Walkthrough (CW) [Wharton et al. 1994]. More formally:  

(Definition): The GenderMag method is an analytical method for evaluating software 

 according to the following five facets of gender differences: motivation, information processing style, computer self-

efficacy, risk aversion, and tinkering; 

 which are encapsulated into a set of faceted personas, each of which has a gender and has research-based facet values 

for all five facets; 

 using a gender-specialized Cognitive Walkthrough process that integrates references to the facets and to the selected 

persona throughout. 

 

To instantiate the GenderMag method to evaluate a particular software product, the evaluation team selects one or more 

personas from the GenderMag persona set, optionally customizes the selected personas in the customizable portions of the 

persona, and performs the set-up required for CWs (i.e., defining an ideal sequence of each task to be evaluated) in the 

Preparatory Phase. The evaluation team then uses this instance of GenderMag in the Analysis Phase to evaluate their own 

software/prototype by following the gender-specialized CW with each persona they have selected. We explain each of these 

aspects in the next subsections. 

To facilitate GenderMag’s instantiation, we have created a GenderMag kit, which contains practical instructions on how to 

prepare for and conduct the GenderMag CW process, the set of personas, and examples and forms. The kit is available at 

http://eusesconsortium.org/gender/.  

3.2 The Facets and Their Integration into Personas  

There are more than five facets that could be obtained from gender theory and empirical literature, but it seems unreasonable 

to expect GenderMag users (evaluators) to keep a large number of facets in mind throughout an evaluation. Thus, we settled 

upon five facets as the maximum we would include. Including only five facets required us to accept the limitation that there 

are important gender-inclusiveness aspects that influence problem solving but would have to be omitted; however we 

accepted this trade-off to support the method’s usability. As to which five facets we should include, we iterated over this 

choice through our formative studies. Our criteria are that the facets need to (1) be extensively researched in the literature, (2) 

needed to be usable by ordinary software developers or user experience (UX) practitioners who had no prior background in 

gender research, and (3) have implications for software usage. This process ultimately resulted in the list of facets whose 

provenance we discussed in Section 2.1: motivation, information processing, computer self-efficacy, risk aversion, and 

tinkering.  

Using empirical data for these five facets, we incrementally began to create four personas as follows: 

For each facet, we considered its range of possible values, and how individuals identifying with each gender cluster across 

those values.  To illustrate, Figure 1 shows one facet by gender, using data from [Burnett et al. 2010]. 
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<Figure 1 goes about here> 

Figure 1:  Values for one of the facets.  Note that, although females’ values (yellow) are fairly uniformly distributed among 
Values A, B, and C for this facet, the males’ values (dark blue) fall much more into Value A than into the other two values. 

Thus, if Value A is the only one supported at this time in the software, adding support for Value B and Value C would improve 
inclusiveness for both females and males.   

Each of the four personas in the GenderMag persona set—Tim, Abby, Pat(ricia), and Pat(rick)—has a value for each of the 

five facets, and background consistent with those facet values. Together, the four personas cover a wide sweep across these 

facet values: 

 We assigned to Tim the facet values most frequently seen in males, choosing as a tiebreaker those most different from 

those seen frequently in females. Thus, Tim represents a large fraction of males (as well as a few females), as in “Value 

A” from Figure 1.   

 We assigned to Abby the facet values frequently seen in females that are most different from those seen in males.  Thus, 

Abby represents a large fraction of females (as well as a few males), as in “Value C” from Figure 1. Intuitively, Abby is 

meant to represent the “opposite” of Tim in terms of the five facets. 

 We assigned (identically) to the two Pats facet values that combined (1) facet values often occurring for females with (2) 

facet values somewhat less often occurring for females with (3) facet values often occurring with both groups, resulting 

in a composite along the lines of “Value B” from Figure 1. The two Pats are identical except for their genders. One aim 

of Pat(ricia) is to combat inappropriate stereotyping of females by showing nuanced differences (and likewise for Patrick 

and males). The identical Pats together also aim to raise awareness that the important differences relevant to 

inclusiveness lie in the facets themselves, and not in a person’s gender identity.  That is, they demonstrate that, although 

individual differences often cluster by gender, the gender label itself is not the point—the road to inclusiveness lies in the 

facets. By communicating this through Patricia’s and Patrick’s commonalities, we aim to encourage evaluators to think 

in terms of the facets (“is this feature effective for people who have a comprehensive information processing style?”) as 

the road toward inclusiveness across genders.   

Thus, these four personas are charged with raising awareness of the individual differences that often cluster by gender, and to 

cover a wide range of the facet values from the literature. For example, Abby’s, Patricia’s, and Patrick’s motivation to use 

technology comes from what it can accomplish, whereas Tim enjoys technology for its own sake. As a more nuanced 

example, Abby prefers ways of learning new features other than tinkering (e.g., via tutorials); Tim, Patricia, and Patrick all 

tend to prefer tinkering, but Patricia and Patrick go about tinkering differently than the way Tim does.  

Table 2 enumerates all of the personas’ similarities and differences for each facet, and all four personas are shown in full in 

Appendix A’s Figure A1, Figure A2, Figure A3, and Figure A4.   

<Table 2. goes about here.> 

 

3.3 Personas and Stereotyping   

Personas, by definition, represent a group of users [Marsden 2014; Turner and Turner 2011] with the facet value the persona 

includes; personas are archetypes of user groups. In our context, this raises a risk of inappropriate gender stereotyping.   

We considered several ways to ameliorate this risk. At first glance, it might seem that the answer could lie in somehow 

removing gender from the personas. However, this is not a promising solution because, with supposedly gender-neutral terms 

like “user”, most people envision males [Bradley et al. 2015], which would be at odds with our goal of encouraging them to 

deeply consider males and females. This phenomenon is in keeping with Luger’s argument that ignoring/removing gender 

merely hides implicit stereotypical assumptions about gender, making them harder to address [Luger 2014]. Thus, our 

approach instead goes for explicitness, putting faceted females and males squarely in the center of the evaluation effort, 

thereby encouraging the feelings of empathy that personas’ person-like presentations can generate [Grudin 2006]. 

Given use of gendered personas, we have taken three measures to ameliorate the risk of inappropriate stereotyping.  We have 

already alluded to the first two—first, that the four personas show nuanced within-gender differences; and second, that the 

two Pats’ identical facet values but different genders aim to particularly emphasize that inclusiveness issues lie not in broad 

between-gender groupings, but in each facet’s range of possible values.       
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Third, the personas explicitly counteract a number of common assumptions not supported by data [Churchill 2010].  One 

example of such an assumption is with gender and mathematics, an area closely associated with computing. Recent research 

has shown that when stereotype threat is controlled for, there are no differences in male and female mathematical 

performance [Else-Quest et al. 2010]. Therefore, all four personas are equally proficient with accounting-level mathematics. 

In fact, all four have equivalent background, job title and responsibilities, math skills, domain knowledge, and skill with the 

technology that they use regularly. All of them even like to play computer games as per research showing that about the same 

number of males and females play games [ESA 2015], although the particular games they like sometimes differ [ESA 2015]. 

In keeping with these measures, GenderMag constrains personas that have the same job title and responsibilities to be 

entirely identical in everything else too, except empirically established differences. All differences beyond those of the five 

facets must fulfill these three constraints: (1) they must be empirically supported, (2) they must not suggest a difference in 

intelligence or education, and (3) they must align with that persona’s facet values or skill level.   

3.4 Persona Customizability   

Within these bounds, personas must be customizable, so that the software team ultimately using GenderMag can relate to the 

personas. For example, a product aimed at professional chefs may need a professional chef instead of an accountant 

representing the user, the Sudoku game may become passé, and a software team in Brazil may not empathize much with a 

user from Wales. Thus we have made explicit the parts that can be customized without losing the essence of the four personas 

(Figure 2).  Of course, if an evaluation team changes one persona’s unshaded sections, they must also change all the other 

personas accordingly. 

 

<Figure 2 goes about here.> 

Figure 2. The parts of the personas that an evaluation team is allowed to change, illustrated with Patricia. We have shaded the 
parts that are not changeable, but the evaluation team can tailor unshaded parts to reflect the target user population.  

(Appendix A shows the un-shaded Patricia.)  

 

3.5 Tying the Faceted Personas to a Systematic Process  

GenderMag connects these personas to a gender-specialized Cognitive Walkthrough (CW) at a fine granularity. Our primary 

specialization is that the gender-specialized CW explicitly encourages reflection on the facets in the personas at every step of 

the evaluation, to help evaluators remain cognizant of the pertinent evidence-based gender differences throughout the 

Analysis Phase. 

As with the traditional CW, the method has a Preparatory Phase and an Analysis Phase. In the Preparatory Phase, tasks and 

“ideal” sequence of actions are defined based on sample forms, just as in the traditional CW. During the Analysis Phase, 

evaluators walk systematically through pre-defined tasks using a prototype of the system and evaluate whether the 

GenderMag persona they are using would have formed the goals, subgoals and “ideal” action sequences as specified by the 

developers/designers of the system.  

The GenderMag CW includes “why” questions and explicit references to the current persona’s facet values at each goal and 

action step. In Figure 3, we show how this changes the traditional, full CW, which is the version we have evaluated so far.  

(We are now considering moving to a specialization of the more modern, Spencer version instead.) 

<Figure 3 to be inserted about here.> 

Figure 3. The Analysis Phase of GenderMag CW. The parts in red are GenderMag’s additions over a standard CW.  

4. TWO EARLY FORMATIVE STUDIES OF GENDERMAG 

We have been iteratively developing the GenderMag method since 2012. As part of its iterative evolution, we describe here 

two formative studies, which helped to shape the version we evaluated in more detail in a third study (Section 5).  

4.1 The Method’s History and an Early Case Study at Company X 

GenderMag was first conceived when we received an unexpected email from “John”, a product manager at “Company X” 

(Figure 4).  
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<Figure 4 goes about here.> 

Figure 4. An unexpected email. 

In essence, the email was a cry for help. It made us realize that—despite all the research into gender differences in software 

usage—there was nothing for practical use by industry practitioners without gender research backgrounds, to help them 

identify their products’ gender-inclusiveness issues. In John’s case, the gender inclusiveness of his company’s software 

product was critical to its competitiveness. 

Toward providing a method useful for such industry practitioners, we began by specializing the Cognitive Walkthrough 

method. In the instructions we created to accompany this specialized Cognitive Walkthrough, we provided brief overviews of 

five facets of gender differences in software use (a slightly different list from that of Section 2.1): Motivation, Risk 

Averseness, Self-efficacy, Tinkering, Strategy. We also added instructions on how to specify values for each of these facets. 

For example, our instructions required a score from 1 to 10 to specify the user’s level of risk averseness in the user 

description.  

In the summer of 2012, Company X tried out the initial version of the method on their software, and we came and observed 

them. Our goals were to find out what kinds of difficulties would arise, and whether the method would bring benefits to an 

evaluation team of non-researchers.  

The first difficulty John and his colleagues experienced was in trying to describe the user in the way our instructions 

required. In wrestling with this problem, John decided to turn to the personas he had seen their Marketing Department use.  

He knew that personas were often used as a way to describe users, so he proposed to adapt one from the set Marketing had 

developed. However, he ran into difficulties integrating the five facets we had provided into Marketing’s personas, so upon 

our arrival at Company X, we worked together with John to modify one of the Marketing personas, producing the faceted 

persona shown in Figure 5.  

<Figure 5 goes about here.> 

Figure 5. Excerpts from the persona used at Company X. The five facets and their values used in the gender-specialized CW 
are in the lower part of this persona. 

 

To complete the Preparatory Phase, John and his colleagues worked out three task descriptions, which we’ll refer to here as 

Tasks 1, 2, and 3. Task 1 was very basic, intended to help everyone figure out how the specialized CW process worked. 

Then, for the Analysis Phase, John gathered four other employees of Company X—an HCI researcher, two software 

developers, and a senior application designer—to help carry out the gender-specialized CW. None had ever done a CW 

before, and none had carried out any research into gender differences. The group commenced with the CW on Task 1, using 

the gender-specialized user descriptions, to get up to speed.  

Even in the basic Task 1, the group found three issues that could affect the product’s gender inclusiveness. This surprised 

everyone, because Task 1 was so simple, we had thought of it only as a warm-up task.  Given these results, after a lunch 

break, four more company employees (software developers) decided to join in, and together this larger group carried out the 

evaluation on Tasks 2 and 3.  

The after-lunch group revealed a number of additional issues in their software, based on the female persona in Figure 5. 

Specifically, in Task 2, a less simplistic task than Task 1, the group found 6 issues, and in Task 3, a fairly complex task, the 

group found 12 issues. The issues they found tended to be classic usability issues arising from the Gulf of Evaluation and 

Gulf of Execution [Norman 2002], such as controls that were not obvious or oddly positioned on the screen, an end user 

(here, an audiologist) having to understand that certain functionalities were available only on certain screens, and lack of 

feedback as to the effects of an action. Many of the issues they found revealed an underlying expectation by the software 

design and development team that these things would be clear after a user tinkered and experimented. Indeed, in discussing 

the issues they found, the team sometimes explicitly gave reasons relating to the two facets of Willingness to Tinker and Self-

Efficacy, but this only happened occasionally.  Overall, the team thought the method was easy enough to apply during the 

Analysis Phase without prior experience; this led two of the software developers to ask for more evaluations on other parts of 

the software.  
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Company X’s in-the-field experience revealed the need for two improvements to the method in order to enable the 

practitioners to not lose their focus on the facets. First, the team seemed to forget about the facet values fairly often. This 

emphasized the need to embed reminders to the facets in the CW process itself, so that an evaluation team does not lose sight 

of them. This led to changes we later made to each question in the gender-specialized CW to finally produce the version 

presented in Section 3.5. Second, the study revealed the importance of the Preparatory Phase, with faceted personas carefully 

prepared in advance of the Analysis Phase to concretely capture the facets for evaluators who are not familiar with gender 

research. We describe next how we incorporated these lessons into the method, and how they played out in our second 

formative investigation. 

4.2 A Formative Workshop Event  

Our second formative investigation took place via a workshop event in Fall 2013 at the IEEE Symposium on Visual 

Languages and Human-Centric Computing (VL/HCC), an academic conference that emphasizes human aspects of 

programming. Prior to this event, we had made changes to the method, as per the results of the case study at Company X, as 

follows.  

Our first change to the method was to add reminders to the CW of the appropriate facets at each step of the way. Our second 

change was to eliminate the Strategy facet, which had caused difficulty in the case study; this left the following four: 

Motivation, Self-efficacy, Risk, and Tinkering. The third change was that, instead of using Marketing personas tailored at the 

last moment to our facets, two HCI researchers drew upon two users from previous inclusiveness research, “Louanne” and 

“F4”, and brought them to life by role-playing them (Figure 6). “Louanne”, a retired businesswoman, represented an 

experienced, self-taught computer user (not a programmer) who is somewhat accepting of risk and might be willing to tinker 

[Davidson and Jensen 2013]. “F4” was a college freshman who was introduced in [Cao et al. 2010b]; she was a computer 

user whose risk aversion, lack of willingness to explore and low self-efficacy figured extensively in her participation in a 

study of end-user mashup activities [Cao et al. 2010b].  

<Figure 6 goes about here> 

Figure 6. An HCI researcher role-playing “F4,” a college freshman described in [Cao et al. 2010b]. 

 

Our task environment was Looking Glass [Gross et al. 2012], a programming environment that builds upon Storytelling Alice 

[Kelleher et al. 2007]. Storytelling Alice is earlier work led by the same researcher as Looking Glass (Kelleher), which 

teaches middle school students to program 3D animations. In the Preparatory Phase, the Looking Glass researcher provided 

three tasks; she then served as the expert when questions about the software arose during the Analysis Phase.  

For the Analysis Phase, another experienced HCI researcher served as the CW facilitator, and three volunteers at a time from 

the workshop audience cycled through 10-minute stints as the team of evaluators. The CW lasted about 45 minutes, and went 

as follows. First, the Looking Glass researcher (Kelleher) projected an instance of Storytelling Alice on the screen and 

performed the steps of the task. At each step, the facilitator asked the current team of evaluators the CW questions and 

reminders. After the team gave answers to the questions, the role-players of “F4” and “Louanne” each gave answers to the 

questions from the perspective of their persona. After a few steps, new audience members were rotated into the team to 

include as many views as possible. Most of the members of this audience-based evaluation team had no prior CW experience.  

Applying this version of the method in this way revealed 10 inclusiveness issues2 that relate to the facets, despite 

Alice/Looking Glass being a relatively mature platform. The issues identified were mainly associated with three of the 

personas’ facets—Self-efficacy, Risk and Tinkering—such as not exploring system features, sticking to established routines, 

or being surprised by unexpected system actions. 

In the workshop event—unlike in the previous case study—the evaluators did not seem to lose sight of the facets, and in fact 

seemed to become more attuned to nuances of the facets as the CW progressed. This suggests the value of the gender-

specialized CW’s reminders at keeping the evaluators focused on the facets. We believe this was also partly because the role-

                                                           

2 Note that these issues were found for personas who do not match the Alice system’s intended users. Alice’s users are middle-schoolers 

in an educational setting, whereas our personas represented a much older population with very different motivations, and in entirely 

different settings. Thus, the issues found should not be viewed as issues about Alice or Looking Glass in its intended usage, but simply 

as a demonstration of the method’s ability to highlight issues for the personas that are being used during the evaluation. This points to 

the criticality of the personas’ component of the method—the personas affect the kinds of issues that evaluators will find. 
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players brought the personas to life at every step of the CW.  

Of course, HCI researchers who are attuned to gender differences and can role-play the personas are not readily available to 

UX professionals and software developers, so we decided it was necessary to integrate into the method a set of faceted 

personas, carefully derived from research data, to make the method more accessible to practitioners. This decision led to the 

personas we presented in Section 3. 

5. A LABORATORY THINK-ALOUD STUDY OF GENDERMAG 

Iterating again on the method to incorporate feedback we had gathered from the case study at Company X and the workshop 

event at VLHCC, we incorporated our first two faceted personas, “Abby” and “Tim” (Section 3).  

To evaluate and inform the method in much more detail than our previous investigations, we conducted a think-aloud study 

under the controls possible in a lab setting, using these first two personas.  Our aim at this stage of GenderMag’s 

development was to evaluate how professional UX practitioners would apply the GenderMag method. Thus, this study 

considered the following research questions: 

 RQ1 (Research Transfer): How do UX practitioners use the facets in the GenderMag method?  

 RQ2 (Gender): How does a UX practitioner’s gender affect method use? 

 RQ3 (Value): How does the method influence the usability issues UX practitioners find? Are the issues identified of real, 

practical value?  

5.1 Participants and Procedures   

Ten experienced UX practitioners (4 female, 6 male, 5.25 years mean work experience) took part in the study and, instead of 

working in a team, evaluated the software individually. All were familiar with Cognitive Walkthroughs, but none had any 

background in gender research.  

Because we were not interested in investigating the gender-specialized CW component alone or the personas component 

alone, we did not isolate them into separate treatments; rather, we wanted to evaluate the entire method, and to compare its 

gender-inclusiveness results with an established UX practice. Thus, we randomly assigned participants to one of two 

conditions: half the participants (referred to as PiGM) applied the GenderMag method using the faceted Abby persona and the 

gender-specialized CW; the other half (referred to as PiS)) evaluated the software using a standard CW and the Tim persona.  

We realized that including Tim with the standard CW could muddy the waters, in that it would remove a clean separation 

between the GenderMag method (GenderMag group) versus a traditional method (Standard group).  Further, using a standard 

CW does not often include personas—so why include Tim? The answer was fairness: the vague “the user” the standard CW 

allows is known to be problematic, sometimes leading to anchoring [Hertzum and Jacobsen 1999]. Further, there are 

proposals to use personas to rectify it (e.g., [Fries 2012; Adlin and Pruitt 2010], so it seemed unfair to arbitrarily choose to 

ignore this known solution to a known problem. Thus, we decided that the fairest comparison was to provide Tim as a 

persona of a male “the user” to the Standard group.  

The participants’ task was to evaluate a portion of Gidget [Lee et al. 2014], a game-like environment in which novice users 

program and debug code. Prior to this task, participants filled out a brief background questionnaire, took Gidget’s standard 

short tutorial that explains basic interface elements to Gidget users, and looked over the persona and CW forms we gave them 

(GenderMag CW with Abby or Standard CW with Tim, depending on the group). Participants verbalized their thoughts as 

they worked, and we recorded the session audio and screen activity.  

Participants then analyzed three Gidget tasks—Gidget Levels 1, 5 and 20—step-by-step as to the persona’s ability to 

accomplish these tasks, with a maximum of 45 minutes per level. (One participant (P7GM) went over this time limit and was 

stopped before completing Level 5.) We selected these levels to represent a range of task difficulty that all Gidget users must 

overcome to finish the game. Level 1 teaches simple programming constructs. Level 5 has bugs that Gidget users must fix 

involving arguments and object manipulation. Level 20 introduces functions and is often very challenging to users [Lee et al. 

2014]. (Updated versions of these levels can be experienced at www.helpgidget.org.) The facilitator encouraged all 

participants to refer to the personas, and stepped in only if a participant fell silent or deviated from the method they had been 

given.  

Finally, participants completed an exit questionnaire about their experience. The questionnaire focused in particular on how 

useful and usable participants regarded the method they had just used, and how likely they were to use it in the future. 
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5.2 The Gidget Environment 

Gidget [Lee et al. 2014] (Figure 7) is an online game designed to teach programming concepts to non-programmers. Gidget is 

a robot character that tries to save animals endangered by a chemical spill, but its code is faulty. Each level in the game 

introduces a new animal-saving mission, and in the process introduces new programming concepts in its faulty (Python-like) 

code. To progress to each new level, users have to solve the problem of how to save the animals in the current level by 

debugging the provided code. 

 

<Figure 7 goes about here> 

Figure 7. A portion of the Gidget “game” environment at Level 5, expanded to show Gidget code (left) and the Gidget character 
in the “world” (middle). In Level 5, Gidget users debug the code to manipulate several objects.  

For this study, we used the Gidget version from May 28, 2014. In this version, the basic UI elements are as follows: Gidget 

users have three execution buttons (“one step”, “one line”, “to end”) that run Gidget’s code and incrementally show the 

effects of the code on the “world”. Users can edit the code, can reset all edits made by pressing the “restore to original code” 

button, and can inspect objects’ properties by clicking on the object in the world.  

Note that the participants were evaluating the entire environment’s ability to enable users to succeed at their problem-solving 

tasks—namely learning the aspect of programming targeted in each of Levels 1, 5, and 20—not just the UI widgets. For 

example, for the Level 5 task, an excerpt from the “ideal” task sequence we provided was: 

subgoal g6: Identify problem: Gidget can’t grab the goop because it’s too far away... 
action g6-a: User runs code to end. [Gidget stops with error]. 

subgoal g7: Fix problem: Move Gidget to goop location. 
action g7-a: User stops code. 
action g7-b: User edits code from “down” to “down 3”. 
action g7-c: User inserts code “left 3” at next line.  

5.3 Analysis Procedures 

We transcribed the recordings of the sessions and combined these transcripts with the notes participants made on the CW 

forms as the basis for our analysis. 

5.3.1 Facets Referenced  

For RQ1 (Research Transfer), a measure of how much of the applicable gender research the GenderMag method transferred 

to practitioners is in how they used the facets. Thus, for each subgoal and action, we coded the CW forms and the transcripts 

for each facet that participants referred to (i.e. Motivation, Information Processing, Self-Efficacy, Risk, and Tinkering). Two 

coders independently coded 23% of the data using these codes to check for reliability, with 85% agreement (Jaccard measure 

of agreement) indicating high reliability of code application. Given this consistency between coders, one of the coders then 

finished up the coding.  

5.3.2 Issue Types Found  

RQ3 considers how the method impacted the usability issues participants found. To investigate this question, we coded the 

types of issues the participants identified. For this, we analyzed each instance in which participants either said that the 

persona would struggle or explicitly indicated a problem on the CW forms. We coded the instances into “types” that reuse 

and extend those used in previous Gidget studies with real users [Lee et al. 2014]. Table 3 shows the provenance of each 

code. 

<Table 3 goes about here.> 

 

The rightmost column of Table 3 shows two broad categories of types from the prior Gidget studies: programming concepts 

and problem-solving anti-patterns [Lee et al. 2014]. In the prior studies, users had difficulties understanding certain 

programming concepts, such as string equality, function calls vs. function definitions, etc., so we looked for all those issues 

in this study’s results as well. We also looked for all the problem-solving “anti-patterns” reported in those studies (problem-

solving strategies that do not lead in a productive direction). We also looked for the “algorithm barriers” reported in those 
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studies, but did not find them in our data.  We then added to that list issue types in our data that had not been reported for the 

previous Gidget studies. 

We evaluated the reliability of this coding scheme on 21% of the data, reaching agreement of 85% (Jaccard measure of 

agreement) between two coders different than the coders of Section 5.3.1. Then, given this level of consistency, one of these 

two coders finished up the coding.  

6. LAB STUDY RESULTS 

6.1 RQ1 (Research Transfer): From Gender Research to Practical Facet Usage 

Our first research question (RQ1) considers the “research transfer” question—enabling practitioners to apply findings of past 

gender research to their own situation. Because these findings are encapsulated in the GenderMag facets, we investigate this 

question by considering whether and how the UX practitioners made use of the facets.   

Although we expected GenderMag participants’ facet usage to be higher than those of the Standard participants, the 

differences between the two groups exceeded our expectations. Four of the five GenderMag participants talked about the 

facets more than any of the Standard participants did, and overall they referred to facets nearly twice as often as Standard 

participants (Figure 8, left). Further, this pattern held across every facet: four of the five GenderMag participants referred to 

every individual facet more than any Standard participant did (Figure 8, right). Since the Standard participants had a faceted 

persona (but not the GenderMag CW), this suggests that the combination of the GenderMag CW process and the faceted 

persona mattered to participants’ application of the facets. Specifically, neither providing personas without providing 

reminders throughout the process (as in the case study at Company X in Section 4.1), nor providing faceted personas without 

the GenderMag CW as in the Standard group, seemed as effective at encouraging evaluators’ usage of the facets compared to 

using the entirety of the GenderMag method as a tightly coupled whole.  

 

<Figure 8 goes about here> 

Figure 8. (Left): Each participant’s total mentions of facets, for GenderMag (light orange) vs. Standard (dark blue). Participants 
discussed gender facets for GenderMag almost twice as often as they did for Standard. (Right): Each participant’s mention for 
each facet, for GenderMag vs. Standard. Except for Information Processing, participants in GenderMag discussed each facet 

more than in Standard 

As to how participants used the facets, it was usually by talking about how that facet appeared in their specific persona. In 

fact, their verbalizations mirrored the gender difference literature very well. This was true of both groups, although as Figure 

8 just showed, more often by the GenderMag group than the Standard group. For example, gender differences in information 

processing styles were almost paraphrased in these participants’ uses of that facet:  

P3GM (Abby’s Information Processing): “She’s gathering everything to understand the problem before trying to solve it.”  

 versus 
P4S (Tim’s Information Processing): “He just sorta picks one and tries it out.”  

Tinkering was the facet mentioned most frequently, and also illustrates this phenomenon well: 

P2GM (Abby’s Tinkering): “Probably not, because ... she’s not someone who would try..”  
P3GM (Abby’s Tinkering): “...and she does bring herself to tinker...” 

 versus 
P5S (Tim’s Tinkering): “But, I think Tim is someone that’s quite confident to click around, so he would find it…” 
P4S (Tim’s Tinkering): “…He’s more of an explorer and a tinkerer.” 

However, the groups’ “how-ness” diverged in interesting ways with the Risk facet. First, the Standard participants rarely 

brought up Risk at all and second, even when they did, they mentioned only situational risks. For example: 

P1S (Tim’s Risk): “If I started typing here ...I click on ‘to end,’ I assume ... would be taking me to the end of the line, 
because that are the terms that I use on my general keyboard. So there is a danger.”  

In contrast, GenderMag participants frequently brought up Risk, and, in most of these cases, they mentioned personal 

feelings of risk that Abby herself would experience: 
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P2GM (Abby’s Risk): “... but it does let her worry a little bit because this time is different from last time…” 
P3GM (Abby’s Risk): “She’s a bit risk-averse, so maybe she might not go straight to the end.” 

This may suggest that either the Abby persona inspired more empathy among the participants than Tim did, and/or that the 

entirety of the GenderMag method helped promote empathy better.  We speculate that both factors contribute, because of the 

attention the GenderMag participants gave not only to Abby, but also to Abby’s facets individually.  

Relevant to empathy but not quite the same are these two quotes from male GenderMag participants, who explicitly 

expressed Abby’s value for them in taking on someone else’s perspective:  

P7GM (questionnaire):”... it was really useful. I mean it’s particularly in terms of evaluating from someone else’s perspective 
because it actually forced me to be more objective.” 
 
P2GM (questionnaire): “With a persona, I was able to take user’s view further, as in putting myself in the user’s shoes - be 
more aware the walkthrough isn’t about me.” 

In some ways their comments could be about empathy, but the comments also sound impersonal, suggesting that at least 

these two males were keeping Abby at arm’s length.  This brings up the possibility that the evaluators’ gender may factor into 

the process, which we consider next. 

6.2 RQ2 (Gender): The Impact of Evaluators’ Genders  

Several hypotheses are possible regarding the genders of the evaluators. One such hypothesis is that if a team is mostly male, 

they may not benefit very much from GenderMag because they do not relate well to the female personas and/or the female 

personas’ facet values, and are similar enough to the male personas that they already had the intuitions they needed for 

considering male users’ needs. A contrasting hypothesis is that male practitioners and female practitioners might not differ 

much in their use of GenderMag, since the facet connections it provides are integrated into the process in a fine-grained way. 

Still other possibilities include females being especially engaged with GenderMag due to higher empathy, or conversely, 

distancing themselves due to a resistance to seeing themselves as being characterized by one of the female personas. 

To investigate such possibilities, we analyzed facet usage by gender identity of the evaluator. Figure 9 shows the individual 

participants’ usage of the facets by gender within groups (GenderMag on the left, Standard on the right). The female 

GenderMag participants mentioned Tinkering a great deal more than males did, but otherwise, gender differences were not 

apparent, suggesting that the participants in general, regardless of gender, were more facet-focused using GenderMag than 

using Standard.  

Considering facet mentions by group within gender (Figure 10: females on the left, males on the right) likewise reveals that 

both female and male UX professionals tended to consider the facets more using GenderMag than their counterparts who 

used the Standard CW. But it also shows that the difference was especially notable for the female participants—for 4 of the 5 

facets, GenderMag female participants referred to Abby’s facets at least twice as much as Standard females referred to Tim’s 

facets.  

The males’ and females’ comments regarding their empathy towards the personas may help to explain the trends in Figure 9 

and Figure 10. For example, one female GenderMag participant, P2GM, identified strongly with Abby and stated that she and 

Abby would explore the interface in a similar way: 

P2GM (female): “Although, if she knows the same as I did, so she got introduced to the same thing I did … she 

probably will have worked out what this ‘restore original code’ means.” 

Male GenderMag participants also occasionally identified with Abby, but, in general, provided far less evidence of 

identifying with the Abby persona. At one point, participant P7GM (male) even stated:  

P7GM (male): “I think the persona’s almost immaterial at this point.” 

Although the same participant distanced himself from Abby, he nonetheless reported that GenderMag made him objective 

and unbiased: 

P7GM (male, questionnaire): “I think it actually clarified for me…a consistent lesson of evaluating sort of anything, which is 
being objective and not applying your personal bias.” 
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Thus, overall the results paint a nuanced picture of the impact of the evaluator’s gender on use of the method. GenderMag 

seemed to inspire more empathy with Abby in female participants, and seemed to particularly encourage them to consider 

Tinkering as they carried out the process. However, although males did not seem to relate as strongly to the Abby persona as 

the females did, GenderMag still appeared to help male participants consider the persona’s facets more frequently than their 

counterparts who used the Standard CW. These results suggest that using GenderMag as a gender lens had utility regardless 

of the gender makeup of the evaluation team, but that females might have experienced a greater “magnification” of gender 

inclusiveness issues than males did. 

 

<Figure 9 goes about here> 

Figure 9. Each participant’s mentions of facets, for GenderMag (left) and Standard (right). Circles are female participants and 
crosses are male participants. GenderMag females had a great deal more to say than males did about Tinkering. Otherwise, 

little difference was apparent in male vs. female participants’ use of facets.  

 

<Figure 10 goes about here> 

Figure 10. Participants’ mentions of facets, for GenderMag (light orange) and Standard (dark blue). (Left): Female GenderMag 
participants mentioned four of the five facets more than Standard females. (Right): Male GenderMag participants tended to 

refer to facets more than Standard males. 

6.3 RQ3 (Value): The Usability Issues Found  

6.3.1 What Kinds of Issues Did Participants Find, and How? 

A key criterion for the effectiveness of any analytical method is its ability to identify usability issues. Numerically, 

GenderMag participants identified about the same number of issues as Standard participants. We interpret this result as 

evidence of both the GenderMag method and of the Standard CW (with persona) being effective usability methods from a 

“find usability issues” perspective. 

However, the ways participants went about identifying issues seemed to differ by group. As Figure 11 shows, the GenderMag 

group was more likely to report issues as they related to one of the facet values. Specifically, the rightmost bars of Figure 11 

show that, in contrast to GenderMag participants’ issues, almost half of the issue identifications by the Standard participants 

did not take the facets into account at all.   

For example, participants P2GM, P3GM, and P7GM all used Risk to find usability issues at action #g2-a, where the user is 

supposed to stop Gidget at the location of a bug in order to edit the code and fix the bug. In their discussion of this action, 

participants stated that Abby would press “restore original code” instead, in part because of her aversion to risk. As P7GM put 

it:  

P7GM (Risk): “That seems a little bit doubtful again, given her persona, to just jump in and start editing. I’d kind of imagine 
she would be a bit more cautious about doing that…She might be inclined to actually click on ‘restore original code’”  

 

 

<Figure 11 goes about here> 

Figure 11. Median number of issues that participants identified using each facet; by GenderMag participants (light orange) and 
by Standard participants (dark blue). GenderMag participants found far more issues using the Risk and Tinkering facets than 
Standard participants did; in fact many issues found by the Standard group did not consider any gender facet at all (rightmost 

bars). 

 

The issues the GenderMag group identified for Abby were also often different from those the Standard group identified for 

Tim. To investigate what kinds of issues arose, we categorized the issues as per the code set presented earlier (Table 3). Table 
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4 enumerates the results. For example, participants identified several issue types (I don’t want to try it, When all you have is a 

hammer, Assertions) as problematic for Abby more often than for Tim, whereas they identified other issue types (Tracing, 

Reinvent, Dive In) to be problematic more often for Tim than for Abby.  

These differences in issue types raise two more questions: whether the issues are “real”, and if so, whether they really align 

by gender in the same way as they aligned by Abby and Tim. We consider these questions next. 

<Table 4. goes about here.> 

 

6.3.2 The Identified Issues’ Validity  

To investigate whether and to what extent the issues the lab study participants found correspond to real issues for real Gidget 

users, we validated them in three ways. First, we compared the issues our participants identified with a previously published 

analysis by the development team of problems with using Gidget [Lee et al. 2014]. Second, we verified each issue with the 

Gidget development team by showing the Gidget team the transcript so that they could see for themselves the situations in 

which our participants reported the issues, and then asked the team whether they had observed these issues in their own users. 

Finally, we asked the team whether they had noticed gender differences for these issues.  

Table 4’s “Issue validated?” and “How validated?” columns show the results. The development team’s observations over the 

previous two years of seeing how males and females used Gidget in camps and lab experiments served as the ground truth for 

all 14 of the issue types. In total, the Gidget team verified that they had independently observed 13 of the 14 of the issue 

types.  Four of the issue types had formally been published the year before [Lee et al. 2014]—but note that the study 

participants who found these issues had not seen Gidget or the publication.  The verified issue types accounted for 97% of the 

issue instances that the study participants identified for Abby and 96% of those identified for Tim.  

Regarding gender, 10 of the 13 validated issues matched the Gidget team’s experience of gender distribution (Table 4, 

“gender distribution validated?” column). Of these 10, four were reported and validated about equally across gender, and six 

(shaded in the table) were reported and validated to differ across gender. In total, these verifications of the gender distribution 

of issue types covered 81% of the issues the study participants had identified.  

Finally, the Gidget team verified that (at least) 6 of the issue types were important—so important that they need to be fixed. 

We know this because, at the time of the interview, they had already proceeded to fix 4 of them. (They could not fix the other 

2 as they were outside that team’s responsibility.) Perhaps due in part to the issues the Gidget team had fixed in time for the 

Gidget public release, their software is quite popular with females. At the time of writing, 47% of the users of Gidget’s 

registered users identify as female.  

7. DISCUSSION: THE ROAD AHEAD 

The studies described in this paper provide proof-of-concept evidence that the GenderMag method can (and did) alert 

ordinary software practitioners—such as the product manager and software developers of Company X and the UX 

practitioners of the lab study—to inclusiveness issues in problem-solving software that can impact different genders 

differently.  We have also very recently completed a field study involving industrial uses of GenderMag [Burnett et al. 2016]. 

In that study, four teams of software practitioners (mainly software managers and software developers) at a government 

agency and at two large hardware/software companies conducted GenderMag evaluations on their own software.  All four 

teams found gender-inclusiveness issues in their own software using the method. These results are encouraging evidence of 

GenderMag’s effectiveness.   

Our next research goals revolve around conducting long-term studies in real-world settings to investigate possible obstacles 

to adopting GenderMag, In fact, in some organizations, there may be barriers to even trying, let alone adopting, the 

GenderMag method. One of our next research goals is to catalog these barriers and to understand the potential changes we 

might make to the method to address them.   

Our previous research has suggested several possible obstacles to adoption that GenderMag could face. First, we have seen 

instances of philosophical obstacles to investigating gender differences. Some people call into question whether females and 

males behave differently with software at all; our work takes the opposite stance, resting upon the evidence presented in 

Section 2. As to people who do acknowledge the existence of gender differences, they hold numerous views of those 

differences.  One spectrum of these views runs from essentialist perspectives, which hold that cognitive and behavioral 

differences between males and females are innate, to social-construct perspectives, which see gender differences as arising 
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through society’s attitudes towards gender roles. Although neither end of this spectrum questions whether gender differences 

exist, these perspectives suggest different directions as to how to address gender differences. That is, if gender is viewed as a 

social construct, this suggests that a way to address gender differences is by breaking down barriers that may have come 

about through learned gender roles (e.g., as with stereotype threat [Appel et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2013]). This is the direction 

the GenderMag method takes.  

In addition to the above philosophical obstacles, certain organizational and practical obstacles to adoption can arise. For 

example, some organizations may believe that females are not an important customer group to target, and thus their software 

does not need to be gender-inclusive. We have also encountered some software teams who were uncomfortable with or 

unable to investigate gender issues because of their organization’s privacy or equal opportunities policies. In other instances, 

some teams may believe that they do not need GenderMag if the team includes a number of females on it. Indeed, one of our 

industrial contacts expressed a lack of interest for precisely this reason. This question remains open: data from our lab study 

suggest that the female participants got a bit more out of GenderMag than the males (recall Section 6.2). Still, regardless of 

whether it helps to have females on the team, it makes sense for any team to use GenderMag if it feels the need; the all-male 

“Company X” software development team offers a case in point (recall Figure 4).  

Finally, obstacles can be methodological. For example, methodological objections could stem from a team’s resistance to one 

of the GenderMag components, such as use of personas. Indeed, Adlin and Pruitt stress the need for a number of steps to 

encourage adoption of persona-based methods into organizations, without which persona adoption can fail [Adlin and Pruitt 

2010]. As another example, teams not accustomed to using analytical methods might be pessimistic about the expected 

cost/benefit of using analytical methods (such as GenderMag) vs. empirical methods. In our lab study, when we asked 

participants if they would use our method in the future, one participant said precisely this, explaining that it was not viable 

because it was too “time consuming” (Participant P5S). However, within the GenderMag group, all 5 participants stated they 

would be likely to use GenderMag in future; for example, “for breaking down difficult or complex evaluations into 

component parts” (P7GM), to provide “interesting insights” (P2GM), and its “efficiency” (P6GM). Especially appreciated was 

GenderMag’s potential to spot problems and inform design, for example: “I could see issues I wanted to fix by redesigning 

right away” (P6GM). Still, analytical methods can be as time-intensive as some kinds of “quick” user studies in industry, and 

the perceived benefits of user studies might be higher. In fact, one of our industrial contacts, an industry-based UX 

professional, commented that quick studies involving users seem more persuasive to their software teams and managers than 

analytical results.  

Some of these obstacles to adoption could suggest improvements to the method that can address the obstacles. For example, 

the philosophical category has already inspired the mechanisms explained in Section 3.3 to guard against inappropriate 

stereotyping. Others, such as a methodological distrust of persona-based methods, may simply suggest introduction and 

presentation processes to allay concerns about the method that are unwarranted. Still others, such as organizational climate, 

may identify organizations and situations that are not right for use of the GenderMag method. 

8. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have introduced GenderMag—the first systematic evaluation method for practitioners to find gender-

inclusiveness issues in problem-solving software. At the GenderMag method’s core are five facets drawn from an extensive 

body of research literature on gender differences that can impact use and usability of problem-solving software. The five 

facets are the central point of the method. That is, by promoting support for the five facets, GenderMag is not ultimately 

about labeling people by gender, it is about designing for a diversity of individuals’ problem-solving facets that happen to 

cluster statistically by gender.  

We have iteratively evolved and empirically informed GenderMag across a range of settings and with a variety of evaluator 

types. In these investigations, evaluators were software developers, software managers, HCI researchers, and UX 

practitioners; personas represented an audiologist, a college student, a retired businesswoman, and an accountant; and 

software products evaluated were a system for customizing hearing aids, an end-user programming environment for 

storytelling, and a debugging game. In addition, HCI students and local software developers have used it informally (beta-

tested it) to evaluate a programming tool for biocomputing researchers, a support system for travelers, a mobile-based 

document system, and a decision support system to help chemists or environmental engineers choose which materials to use 

in their manufacturing processes.  Emerging results suggest that the scope of GenderMag might be slightly larger than for 

software that directly targets problem-solving; it seems to be useful in evaluating any interface that is itself complex enough 

to involve problem-solving (e.g., “how do I make the system do what I want?”), even if the task being supported by that 

complex interface is not a problem-solving task.   
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In all of these uses of GenderMag, the evaluators have always found issues. Further, most of the issues they have found were 

real issues, as with the evaluation of the lab study results with the Gidget team. Finally, as the lab study in this paper also 

illustrated, GenderMag enabled participants to identify gender-inclusiveness issues—even though none of them had a 

background in gender research.  

The method is available in “kit” form at http://eusesconsortium.org/gender/, and is being beta-tested in several HCI education 

and production software settings in Denmark, Germany, Singapore, Sweden, the U.K., and the U.S. We aim for its usage to 

not only continue to inform the method itself, but also to inform the expansion of its personas corpus and our understanding 

of the boundaries of the method’s scope.  

Ultimately, this research aims to help software teams avoid unintentionally producing software that is not gender-inclusive. 

Past research shows that issues of gender-inclusiveness are pervasive in problem-solving software, and until now, software 

teams like “John’s” at Company X have had no mechanism to find out if their products suffer from such issues, and if so, 

exactly where the issues are or why they are issues. With GenderMag, we hope that John and others like him will have a tool 

that helps them head off situations like the one experienced by “F4”, the female end-user programmer in [Cao et al. 2010b]: 

F4: “This is so hard for me. Why is it so difficult?” 
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APPENDIX A: THE FOUR PERSONAS 

 

 

 

<Figure A1 goes about here.> 

Figure A1. The Tim persona, representing users with facet values most common in males, as in Figure 1’s “Value A”. The five 
facets are bulleted in the bottom two rounded rectangles. The red, underlined parts are to enable the evaluation team to 

quickly remind themselves of the main points. 

 

 

<Figure A2 goes about here.> 

Figure A2. The Abby persona, representing female users with facet values most dissimilar to Tim’s, as in “Value C”.  

 
 

 

 

<Figure A3 goes about here.> 

Figure A3. The Patricia persona, representing female users with most values along the lines of “Value B”. Patricia is identical 
to Patrick (Figure A4) except for her gender.  

 

 

<Figure A4 goes about here.> 

Figure A4. The Patrick persona, representing male users with most values along the lines of “Value B”. Patrick is identical to 
Patricia except for his gender.  
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FIGURE LEGENDS: 

Figure 1:  Values for one of the facets.  Note that, although females’ values (yellow) are fairly uniformly distributed among 
Values A, B, and C for this facet, the males’ values (dark blue) fall much more into Value A than into the other two values. 

Thus, if Value A is the only one supported at this time in the software, adding support for Value B and Value C would improve 
inclusiveness for both females and males.   

 

Figure 2. The parts of the personas that an evaluation team is allowed to change, illustrated with Patricia. We have shaded the 
parts that are not changeable, but the evaluation team can tailor unshaded parts to reflect the target user population.  

(Appendix A shows the un-shaded Patricia.)  

 

Figure 3. The Analysis Phase of GenderMag CW. The parts in red are GenderMag’s additions over a standard CW.  

 

Figure 4. An unexpected email. 

 

Figure 5. Excerpts from the persona used at Company X. The five facets and their values used in the gender-specialized CW 
are in the lower part of this persona. 

 

Figure 6. An HCI researcher role-playing “F4,” a college freshman described in [Cao et al. 2010b]. 

 

Figure 7. A portion of the Gidget “game” environment at Level 5, expanded to show Gidget code (left) and the Gidget character 
in the “world” (middle). In Level 5, Gidget users debug the code to manipulate several objects.  

 

Figure 8. (Left): Each participant’s total mentions of facets, for GenderMag (light orange) vs. Standard (dark blue). Participants 
discussed gender facets for GenderMag almost twice as often as they did for Standard. (Right): Each participant’s mention for 
each facet, for GenderMag vs. Standard. Except for Information Processing, participants in GenderMag discussed each facet 

more than in Standard 

 

Figure 9. Each participant’s mentions of facets, for GenderMag (left) and Standard (right). Circles are female participants and 
crosses are male participants. GenderMag females had a great deal more to say than males did about Tinkering. Otherwise, 

little difference was apparent in male vs. female participants’ use of facets. 

 

Figure 10. Participants’ mentions of facets, for GenderMag (light orange) and Standard (dark blue). (Left): Female GenderMag 
participants mentioned four of the five facets more than Standard females. (Right): Male GenderMag participants tended to 

refer to facets more than Standard males. 

 

 

Figure 11. Median number of issues that participants identified using each facet; by GenderMag participants (light orange) and 
by Standard participants (dark blue). GenderMag participants found far more issues using the Risk and Tinkering facets than 
Standard participants did; in fact many issues found by the Standard group did not consider any gender facet at all (rightmost 

bars). 
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Figure A1. The Tim persona, representing users with facet values most common in males, as in Figure 1’s “Value A”. The five 
facets are bulleted in the bottom two rounded rectangles. The red, underlined parts are to enable the evaluation team to 

quickly remind themselves of the main points. 

 

Figure A2. The Abby persona, representing female users with facet values most dissimilar to Tim’s, as in “Value C”.  

 

 

Figure A3. The Patricia persona, representing female users with most values along the lines of “Value B”. Patricia is identical 
to Patrick (Figure A4) except for her gender.  

 

 

Figure A4. The Patrick persona, representing male users with most values along the lines of “Value B”. Patrick is identical to 
Patricia except for his gender.  

 

 

 

 

 


